
(1) With partner, press the 
PUSH BUTTONS   and lower 
the canopy. Repeat this on 
remaining 2 legs.

 (4) With each partner grasping  2 outer legs, 
push frame together to fully close it.  

Be careful not to pinch fingers!

Store canopy in 
roll away bag.
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(2) Press the push 
buttons and release 
all 4 corner-sliders 
to collapse the 
frame.

(3) With partner on opposite 
side, grasp top and bottom 
area of trusses. Slightly lift 

canopy up and PULL hands 
apart while stepping towards 

your partner until canopy is 
3/4 closed.

CANOPY TAKE DOWN

(1) With partner on 
opposite side of canopy, 
place your frame in the 
center of area to be 
shaded. Grasp outer legs, 
lift off the ground, and 
step backwards - stopping 
at full arms’ length.

(4) With partner, lift outer 
legs up and slide out the inner 
legs until the PUSH BUTTON 
locks into outer legs. Repeat 
this on remaining 2 legs.

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT – 
Use push button to adjust 
legs to desired height. 
Repeat on opposite legs.
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(2) Unfold the polyester top and 
place it over the open frame. 

(3) Secure the polyester top 
to the frame by attaching 

the hook & loop fasteners on 
the top with the hook & loop 

fasteners on the frame. 
Pull the corners down fully.

(4) Unscrew top attachment 
nut from (bolt – on frame). 
Line up fabric top through 
grommets onto each bolt, 
then screw on attachment 
nut and tighten until 
snug. Fabric top should 
rotate easily - 
DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN.

(1) With partner, grasp 2 outer 
legs, slightly lift off the ground, 
and step backwards - stopping at 
full arms’ length. 
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(2) Grasp the top and bottom of the 
truss on opposite sides. Slightly lift 

canopy up and PUSH hands together 
while stepping backwards until canopy 
is fully opened. Be careful not to pinch 
fingers or push too hard so as to avoid 

damage to truss.

(3) To lock in the slider at each corner, 
 first lift the fabric off the slider, then 
with one hand hold the top of the leg 
while pushing up on  the slider with the 
other hand. The PUSH BUTTON will 
engage. Repeat this on remaining 3 
corners.

INITIAL SET UP CANOPY SET UP

Assembling Instructions


